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We study a model of growth of polymer films using numerical simulations and scaling concepts. During the
deposition, each new monomer flows in a direction perpendicular to the substrate, aggregates at the first contact
with the deposit and executes up to G steps along the polymers, propagating an existing chain or nucleating of
a new polymer. Some qualitative results agree with those of a previous model for vapor deposition polymer-
ization �VDP� with collective diffusion, such as the roughness increase and density decrease with G. This
supports the interpretation of G as a ratio between diffusion coefficient and monomer flux. We perform a
systematic study of scaling properties of the outer surface roughness and of polymer size and shape. For large
G, the polymers are stretched in the direction perpendicular to the substrate and have typical size increasing as
G1/2. This is explained by the solution of the problem of random walk trapping, which illustrates the connec-
tion of surface processes and bulk properties. The distributions of polymer sizes are monotonically decreasing
for all G and very broad, thus a large number of small chains and of chains much larger than the average is
found in typical samples. The outer surface roughness obeys Kardar-Parisi-Zhang scaling, in contrast to the
apparent anomalous scaling of previous VDP models with oblique monomer flux. However, the calculation of
reliable exponents requires accounting for huge finite-size corrections. Possible applications and extensions of
this model are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Chemical vapor deposition polymerization �CVDP� and
variants of this technique have attracted increasing interest in
the last years and were used to produce nanostructures of
several materials �1–13�. The basic steps of CVDP are the
sublimation of one or more polymers �or olygomers�, their
pyrolysis in a region of much higher temperature and the
deposition of the resulting monomers on a substrate where
polymerization occurs. An advantage of this process over the
preparation methods in solution is to require no catalyst, sol-
vent, or initiator, thus avoiding the presence of undesired
materials in the final sample. Such features can be extremely
important for biomedical applications �14,15�.

Some models were already proposed to describe CVDP
kinetics and film properties. Kinetic models based on rate
equations can explain the main effects of temperature and
pressure on growth rates without describing the film struc-
ture �16,17�. On the other hand, to our knowledge only one
type of model was proposed to represent the polymer struc-
ture in those films �18–20�. It included diffusion of phys-
isorbed monomers, but polymers were rigid due to computa-
tional restrictions to simulate polymer dynamics in large
samples. This approach resembles the modeling of metal and
semiconductor deposition, where the competition between
deposition and diffusion determines the scaling properties of
the film �21�. Previous work on that model discussed the
qualitative effects of monomer diffusion on density and poly-
mer size, showed the stretching of long polymers, and pro-
posed that surface roughness scaling is anomalous �19,20�.

However, some important questions were not fully addressed
yet, or deserve a deeper investigation. One example is the
relation between the conformational properties of the poly-
mers and the ratio G�D /F between diffusion coefficient
�D� and deposition flux �F�. The scaling of polymer size
distribution, the statistics of closed and open chains, and the
roughness of the outer surface are other relevant properties
for many applications.

The aim of the present work is to address these questions
in a model of growth and polymerization. The monomer dy-
namics at the deposit parallels that of the model introduced
by Bowie and Zhao �19�, but with a limited mobility condi-
tion, and the monomer flux is perpendicular to the substrate.
Among the results presented here, we show that the average
polymer size scales as G1/2, and explain this result through
the relation with the random walk trapping problem. This
emphasizes the idea of obtaining bulk properties by connec-
tions with surface processes �22,23�. However, there are sig-
nificant corrections to scaling even in data obtained in very
large samples. If one does not account for those corrections,
they may lead to wrong interpretation of a relatively simple
and universal system dynamics. This is also important in the
study of the outer surface: we will show evidence that the
roughness obeys Kardar-Parisi-Zhang �KPZ� �24� scaling,
with deviations in exponent estimates similar to those found
in other models and real systems �23,25,26�. This finding
contrasts to the proposal of anomalous scaling of Ref. �20�
for the CVDP model with oblique �cosine� flux of mono-
mers. Our simulations are performed in two dimensions, but
our scaling approach can be extended to three-dimensional
systems, which enables the discussion of possible applica-
tions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
we will present our model and justify its assumptions. In
Sec. III, we will discuss properties that can be compared with
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previous related models: film density and shape-size relation
of the polymers. In Sec. IV, we will study the scaling of the
surface roughness, with a focus on universal features and
scaling corrections. In Sec. V, we will study the polymer
morphology. In Sec. VI we summarize our results and
present our conclusions.

II. MODEL FOR POLYMERIZATION AND FILM
GROWTH

Our model is illustrated in Fig. 1 in a square lattice �xz
plane�, where we performed the simulations �extension to a
cubic lattice is straightforward�. The substrate occupies the
line z=0 and each site with z�0 may be empty or occupied
by a monomer. The monomer size sets the relevant length
scales of this system, thus each site has 0.5–2 nm of size for
most applications. Only the formation of linear polymers is
allowed. The growth �propagation� of a deposited polymer
occurs by attachment of a new monomer to one of its ends,
which are called active tips.

The growth dynamics proceeds as follows. At each time
step, a new monomer is released from a randomly chosen
position far above the film surface, follows a trajectory per-
pendicular to the substrate and stops upon first contact with a
nearest-neighbor occupied site. If that position has a nearest-
neighbor active tip, then the monomer aggregates perma-
nently there, propagating that chain. Otherwise, that mono-
mer executes a maximum of G random steps to nearest
neighbor or next-nearest-neighbor sites, with equal probabili-
ties �the limitation in the number of steps relates deposition
and diffusion rates, as will be explained below�. The step
trial is accepted only if the target site has at least one occu-
pied nearest neighbor, which may be a polymer or the sub-
strate. During its diffusion, if this monomer encounters a
polymer end or another monomer in a nearest neighbor site,
it permanently aggregates at that position. If the monomer
does not find an active tip after G steps, it permanently ag-
gregates at its final position and becomes the active tip of a
new polymer �this corresponds to nucleation of a new poly-
mer�.

When the diffusing monomer encounters only one active
tip at a neighboring site, it becomes the new active tip of the
polymer. If the monomer simultaneously encounters two ac-
tive tips of the same polymer, that chain is closed. If the two
neighboring active tips belong to different polymers, they
coalesce, i.e., they become a single longer chain. Finally, if
the monomer encounters three active tips, it reacts with two
of them, forming a longer chain or a closed polymer. All
processes in which a diffusing monomer encounters two or
more active tips are rare, mainly for large G.

Our model is of limited mobility because the diffusion of
only one monomer is simulated at each time. However, we
can set a correspondence between our model parameters and
processes with collective diffusion, with a flux of F particles
�atoms, molecules etc.� per column per unit time and D sur-
face steps of each particle per unit time. In a compact film,
the average number of steps a particle executes before being
buried by another particle is

G � D/F . �1�

For a porous film with density not too low, which is the case
in our model, the order of magnitude of G is still given by
Eq. �1�.

Our approach resembles the limited mobility models for
molecular beam epitaxy �MBE� �27,28�, in contrast to full
�or collective� diffusion models �21�, where simultaneous
diffusion of many atoms or molecules is simulated. The
CVDP model of Ref. �19� is also an example with full dif-
fusion. One possible concern about the limited mobility as-
sumption is the possibility of finding many isolated mono-
mers in energetically unfavorable positions after their G
steps, which is less probable in full diffusion models. How-
ever, our simulations show that nearly 2% of the deposited
monomers is isolated in films grown with G=10, and much
smaller fractions for large G �a discussion of the polymer
size distributions is provided in Sec. V�. Thus, the effects of
these isolated monomers are negligible, and our model actu-
ally leads to significant polymerization, although many inci-
dent monomers stop moving without forming a permanent
bond immediately after their G steps.

Previous works on CVDP models �19,20� also simulated
monomer fluxes obeying a cosine law, while here we con-
sider a vertical flux. However, the surface roughness and film
density have the same order of magnitude of our model for
the same G, probably because small angles dominate the
cosine flux �significant changes would be expected, for in-
stance, in cases of completely oblique flux �3��.

On the other hand, a common feature of our model and
previous ones is to neglect chain relaxation, which allows
simulation of large deposits with many polymers. Chain re-
laxation is expected in real CVDP, even for rapid deposition,
but our assumption is an interesting starting point for study-
ing the role of monomer surface diffusion independently of
other processes. Other assumptions common to our model
and previous ones are the large rates of polymer initiation
and propagation reactions, when compared to deposition and
diffusion rates, and absence of desorption.

Our simulations were performed in lattices of lengths L
=16 to L=128 until the regime of roughness saturation
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FIG. 1. Scheme of the deposition, diffusion, and aggregation
rules. The deposited polymers contain intermediate monomers �in
black� and end monomers �in gray�. Columns of incidence of new
monomers are indicated by vertical arrows at the top, and the posi-
tions where they aggregate to the deposit are indicated by open
circles with dashed boundary. The possible movements of those
monomers immediately after aggregation are indicated by arrows
�monomers aggregating at chain ends do not move anymore�.
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�steady state of dynamic scaling�. The model was also simu-
lated in lattices of length L=1024 during the roughness
growth regime, with deposition of nearly 104 monomers per
site. The time unit is defined as the time necessary for depo-
sition of one layer of monomers, i. e. it corresponds to a time
1 /F. Diffusion to deposition ratios varying from G=10 to
G=104 was studied. The number of realizations for each G
and lattice size varied from 100 to 1000. A sequence of
monomer positions of each growing polymer was stored dur-
ing the simulation and used to calculate average quantities.
Some averages were also calculated only for polymers above
a certain distance from the substrate �varying from 20 to
700�, but no significant difference was found. This suggests
that flat substrate effects are weak.

In porous deposits, such as those produced by CVDP
models, many atoms or molecules at the same column are in
contact with the external media. Thus the interface between
the solid and the gas phases is multivalued. However, it is
important to characterize the outer surface of the deposit,
which is accessible through surface imaging methods. In this
surface, the height h of each column is that of the highest
particle �atom, monomer etc� at that column. Thus, the
roughness W is defined as

W�L,t� � ���h − h̄�2��1/2, �2�

where the overbars indicate spatial averages and the angular
brackets indicate configurational averages.

Another interesting quantity to characterize surface fea-
tures is the height-height correlation function

C�r,t� � �h�r0,t�h�r0 + r,t�� �3�

at distance r and time t, with h measured relatively to the
average film height and averages over different initial posi-
tions r0 and different configurations.

III. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS RESULTS ON CVDP
MODELING

In Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�, we show regions of deposits grown
with G=10 and G=104, and highlight some of their poly-
mers. Two features are clearly similar to the full diffusion
models �19,20�: as G increases, the film becomes less com-
pact and the polymers are longer and stretched in the vertical
direction. However, the main difference is that the cosine
flux produces treelike structures in the deposit, with some
polymers growing along oblique directions. That flux pro-
duces larger surface mounds and decreases the film density,
mainly for large G �see Ref. �20��, while the vertical flux
allows monomers to penetrate deeper below the external sur-
face, increasing the density. We believe that this difference
does not change qualitative trends because the cosine flux is
dominated by low angles and monomer diffusion reduces the
shadowing effects.

In Fig. 3�a� we show the surface roughness of the deposits
as a function of time, for several values of G. Similarly to
Refs. �19,20�, the roughness increases as G increases. The
images in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b� �and also Fig. 4 of Ref. �20��
help to explain this result: as G increases, the depth of the

valleys separating the long polymers in the surface increase.
It contrasts to the decrease of roughness in MBE growth as
the temperature increases. Indeed, while larger temperature
favors atoms to form more compact structures in MBE
growth, it favors the formation of longer polymers in the
CVDP model, with larger free space between them. A deeper
analysis of dynamic scaling of surface roughness in our
model is presented in Sec. IV.

There are experimental works on CVDP showing rough-
ness increase with the substrate temperature, such as deposi-
tion of poly�p-xylylene� films of Ref. �9�. However, the op-
posite occurred in growth of poly�cyano-p-xylylene� films by
Buzin et al. �10�. Possibly the latter result is a consequence
of significant chain relaxation compared to the former. There
are also experiments only with polymer sublimation and con-
densation �i.e., without polymerization� which show rough-
ness increasing with temperature �29,30�. Recent works also
analyzed the effect of decomposition �pyrolysis� temperature
on film roughness, and different trends were found; for in-
stance, as that temperature increases, Ref. �11� reports in-
crease of film roughness and Ref. �5� reports a decrease.

In Fig. 3�b�, we show the film density � as a function of
time. At long times, � slowly varies, particularly for large G.
Extrapolation to t→� �typically assuming corrections in 1 / t
or 1 / t1/2� gives 0.35���0.47. The decrease of the density
with increasing G agrees with the model of full diffusion
�19�. A model of convective-diffusive particle deposition also
shows vanishing density as a diffusion coefficient diverges
�31�. However, it is important to note that the density change
is very slow in the range of G analyzed here �approximately
25% for three orders of magnitude of change in G�. Due to
the deeper penetration of incident monomers, the density in

a)

b)

FIG. 2. �Color online� Sections with lateral size of 64 lattice
units of deposits grown with �a� G=10 and �b� G=104.
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our model is slightly smaller than that of Ref. �20� for the
same G. On the other hand, Bowie and Zhao �19� show much
larger densities, ranging approximately from 0.45 to 0.65 for
10�G�104. Unfortunately, here we are not able to provide
an explanation for this discrepancy.

Figure 3�c� shows the root mean square �rms� end-to-end
distance �Ree

2 �1/2 as a function of polymer size �S� �measured
as the number of monomers in the chain�. This plot shows a
crossover from a slope near 3/4 for small sizes to a slope
near 1 for large sizes. The former is typical of self-avoiding
walks �SAW� in two dimensions �32�, while the latter char-
acterizes polymers stretched in one direction. Inspection of
Figs. 2�a� and 2�b� suggests that the polymers are elongated
in the vertical direction. These results are also consistent
with the findings of Refs. �19,20�. A deeper analysis of poly-
mer morphology in our model is presented in Sec. V.

IV. DYNAMIC SCALING OF THE OUTER SURFACE
ROUGHNESS

For G=0, our model is equivalent to the ballistic deposi-
tion �BD� model �33�, in which incident particles perma-
nently aggregate upon first contact with the deposit. The lat-
eral aggregation of BD increases the column height of an
amount proportional to the local height gradient. Simulta-
neously, it smoothes the surface by reducing the difference of

height from a nearest-neighbor column. These mechanisms
are, respectively, expected to generate the nonlinear and the
linear second order terms in a stochastic growth equation
associated to BD �see e. g. Refs. �34,35��. That equation is
the one of Kardar, Parisi, and Zhang, thus the roughness of
ballistic deposits obeys KPZ scaling �24�.

For G�0, our model differs from BD due to the diffusion
of aggregated monomers. The final position of these mono-
mers are frequently far above the top particle at the same
column, which is also expected to generate the KPZ nonlin-
earity. However, a numerical investigation of this claim is
necessary, since diffusion favors final aggregation at active
tips, which may lead to different growth velocities in hills
and valleys �similarly to columnar growth�. Moreover, a re-
cent work on deposition of large particles and formation of
porous deposits clearly shows a correspondence to a fourth
order growth equation, which means cancellation of the KPZ
nonlinearity �36�.

In large substrates and not too long times, the surface
roughness is expected to scale as

W � t�, �4�

where � is called the growth exponent. However, Fig. 3�a�
shows that the roughness does not evolve as a simple power
law: for small G, the slope of the log W� log t plot tend to
decrease in time; for large G, it decreases for short times and
increases after t�103. Linear fits of the data in Fig. 3�a� for
t�102 give � between 0.27 and 0.28 for all G. �However,
this fit does not account for the time evolution of the slopes
of those plots.�

These estimates of � are well below the KPZ value �
=1 /3, but they are very close to the BD values for the same
lattice size L=1024 �see Ref. �37��. Consequently, that dis-
crepancy cannot be related to a failure of asymptotic KPZ
scaling. Instead, systematic data extrapolations to L→� are
necessary to obtain reliable scaling exponents, similarly to
previous work on BD �37–39�. Due to the difficulties to es-
timate �, we turn to the calculation of roughness and dy-
namic exponents.

In the regime of roughness saturation �very long times in
a finite substrate�, we expect the roughness to scale as

Wsat � L�, �5�

where � is called the roughness exponent. In order to esti-
mate � from Wsat, we extrapolate effective exponents defined
as

�W�L� �
ln�Wsat�L�/Wsat�L/2��

ln 2
. �6�

Figure 4�a� shows �W�L� versus 1 /L1/2 �the variable in the
abscissa is the same that provides the best fits of BD data
�37��. The parabolic fits shown in Fig. 4 extrapolate to 0.47
���0.53 for all G. Those values are very close to the KPZ
value �=1 /2.
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FIG. 3. �a� Surface roughness as a function of time. �b� Film
density as a function of time. �c� Rms end-to-end distance of de-
posited chains as a function of chain size. Simulation data are for
G=10 �squares�, G=102 �triangles�, G=103 �crosses�, and G=104

�circles�, in a lattice size L=1024. In �c�, the dashed line at the
bottom has slope 3/4 and the one at the top has slope 1.
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Reference �20� reports anomalous scaling in the CVDP
model with full diffusion and cosine flux. In such case, the
global roughness exponent in Eq. �5� differs from the local
roughness exponent in the scaling of the height-height corre-
lation function �Eq. �3��,

C�r,t� � r2�. �7�

We calculated C�r , t� in the growth regime of large deposits
�L=1024� for different times, between t=100 and t=5000.
For each time, a scaling region is found, but the slope of that
region is slightly different for different times �it always in-
creases in time�. Thus we calculated finite-time estimates of
the �local� roughness exponent, �C�t�, defined analogously to
Eq. �6�. The procedure to find the best scaling region and the
corresponding exponent followed the same lines of Ref. �40�,
where the local roughness was analyzed. Figure 4�b� shows
�C�t� versus 1 / t1/2 for four values of G. Fits of the data for
each G give asymptotic estimates �t→�� between 0.45 and
0.47. They are very close to the exponents obtained from the
global roughness W, in contrast to the anomalous scaling
suggested in Ref. �20�.

Another useful quantity to distinguish normal from
anomalous scaling is the step distribution P�	h�, where 	h
�	h�x+1�−h�x�	 is the difference in the heights of nearest
neighbors �41�. This distribution is shown in Fig. 4�c� for
G=100 in three different times, but results for the other val-
ues of G are similar. Two features reinforce the claim of
normal scaling: the exponential decrease and, for fixed h, the
constant value of P�	h� as time increases.

In two-dimensional deposits, the exponent �=1 /2 is the
same for KPZ and for the linear second-order growth equa-
tion of Edwards and Wilkinson �EW� �42�. Thus we need
further information to discard one of these two possibilities.
We focus on the dynamic exponent z, which characterizes the
scaling of the time t� of crossover to roughness saturation,

t� � Lz. �8�

For EW growth, we have z=2, and for KPZ growth we have
z=3 /2.

We estimated t� following the procedure of Ref. �43�. In
Figs. 5�a� and 5�b� we plot the reduced variables yKPZ
� t� /L3/2 and yEW� t� /L2, respectively, as a function of
1 /L. As L→��1 /L→0�, we observe that yKPZ extrapolates
to finite, nonzero and G-dependent values. On the other
hand, yEW rapidly decreases to values near zero for all G.
This indicates KPZ scaling and discards EW.

We also measured roughness distributions �44,45� in the
steady states of our model, since their comparison with other
growth models have proved to be very useful for identifying
universality classes �see, e.g., Ref. �23��. However, signifi-
cant finite-size effects are also found for L
128, and the
steady state distributions of EW and KPZ classes are the
same in 1+1 dimensions �44�. For these reasons, they do not
improve the conclusions obtained from the roughness expo-
nents.

As far as we know, dynamic scaling in CVDP was experi-
mentally studied only in the poly�chloro-p-xylylene� films of
Ref. �12�. An unusually large exponent �
0.65 was ob-
tained at short times, followed by crossovers to �
0 for
intermediate times and �
0.18 for long times. The same
work obtained � near or above 1. Comparison with our es-
timates is not possible because the exponents depend on the
spatial dimension. However, the behavior or � and � in those
experiments is similar to models of films with grainy struc-
tures at the surface �26�. Those models do have KPZ scaling,
although exponent estimates show deviations from KPZ val-
ues �26�. Grainy structures at the surface of poly�isobenzo-
furan� films were also shown in Ref. �5�. Consequently, we
believe that asymptotic KPZ scaling cannot be excluded in
these systems. It is also interesting to mention that thin
olygomer films with KPZ scaling were presented in Ref. �30�

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Effective roughness exponent of the
global roughness versus 1 /L1/2. Dashed lines are parabolic fits of
the data for each G. �b� Effective roughness exponent of the height-
height correlation function versus 1 / t1/2. Dashed lines are polyno-
mial fits of the data for each G. Data in �a� and �b� are for G=10
�squares�, G=102 �triangles�, G=103 �crosses�, and G=104 �aster-
isks�. �c� Probability of nearest-neighbor step as a function of the
step 	h for G=100 at t=100 �red squares�, t=500 �blue triangles�,
and t=5000 �green crosses�.

FIG. 5. �Color online� The ratios �a� yKPZ and �b� yEW versus
1 /L. The symbols correspond to the same values of G of Fig. 4
�shown data only up to G=103�. Dashed lines are linear fits of the
data for each G.
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�in that case the molecule deposited as a whole in the sub-
strate�.

As shown in Fig. 4�c�, the step size distributions of our
model are significantly different from those of the CVDP
model with cosine flux, which present power-law decays
�20�. These distributions show small corrections to scaling,
which means that they reliably describe the long time fea-
tures of the model. This reinforces the conclusion on anoma-
lous scaling in the model with cosine flux, thus belonging to
a universality class different from our model.

V. EFFECTS OF DIFFUSION ON POLYMER PROPERTIES

First we analyze the role of closed polymers. In Figs. 6�a�
and 6�b�, we show their fraction fclosed and their average size
�S�closed as a function of G, respectively. Approximate scaling
laws

fclosed � G−0.2 �9�

and

�Sclosed� � G0.2 �10�

are obtained in this range of G. The scaling of fclosed indi-
cates that the presence of those polymers in films grown with
large G is negligible. Moreover, the closed polymers have
sizes much below the average for large G �the average size
of all polymers increases with G1/2, as will be shown below�.
For this reason, the statistics including and not including
closed polymers give similar results. In the following we
only present averages among all polymers.

Although the results in Figs. 2�a�, 2�b�, and 3�c� suggest
that the polymers are stretched in the vertical direction, here
we confirm it quantitatively by measuring typical polymer
lengths in the two spacial directions. We calculated the rms
fluctuations of the horizontal �x� and vertical �z� positions of

the monomers relatively to the center of mass of the polymer,
respectively called �xCM and �zCM. They are plotted in Fig.
7�a� as a function of G. In Fig. 7�b�, we show the aspect ratio

r � �zCM/�xCM �11�

as a function of G.
As G varies three orders of magnitude, the change in

�xCM is very small, while �zCM continuously increases. For
G�102 the polymers have aspect ratios of order 1, thus they
are not significantly stretched yet. Indeed, one of the poly-
mers highlighted in Fig. 2�a� is longer in the horizontal di-
rection. Also note that the maximal polymer sizes shown in
Fig. 3�c� for G=10 are in the SAW regime of slope 3/4,
which is not a regime of elongated polymers. On the other
hand, the aspect ratio becomes large �r above 10� for G

103, showing clear evidence of stretching in the vertical
direction. This is consistent with the regime of slope 1 in the
plots of Fig. 3�c� for large G.

The quantities most frequently used to characterize the
polymer size are the average size �S� and the average end-
to-end distance �Ree

2 �1/2. Figure 8�a� shows these two quanti-
ties as a function of G. They are expected to scale with the
same exponent as the rms z size because they represent typi-
cal lengths of the same set of polymers,

�S�, �Ree
2 �1/2, �zCM � G�. �12�

Since correction terms are possible in Eq. �12� �for any of
those quantities�, we calculated the effective exponents

��G� �
ln��S��G�/�S��G/10��

ln 10
, �13�

for �S�, and corresponding effective exponents for �Ree
2 �1/2

and �zCM. Figure 8�b� shows those exponents as a function
of 1 /G1/2. An asymptotic value �
1 /2 �in the limit G→��
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is obtained for the rms z size. However, the effective expo-
nents for the other quantities seem to converge to slightly
smaller values, between 0.35 and 0.4, which indicates a
slower growth in this range of G.

This discrepancy is certainly related to corrections to scal-
ing in some of those quantities and makes it difficult to in-
terpret the microscopic system dynamics based only on nu-
merical data. However, we can explain the asymptotic value
�=1 /2 by properties of trapping of one-dimensional random
walkers, as follows.

Since the polymers have large spaces separating them,
particularly for large G, most monomers that collide with a
polymer are confined to move along that chain, and most
steps are in the vertical direction. After G steps, the incident
monomer may find a polymer end or may stop moving and
nucleate a new chain. The first process �chain propagation� is
equivalent to the problem of trapping of a random walker by
static traps at the end of a finite segment. The size of this
segment is the typical polymer size, hereafter referred as S.
In the one-dimensional trapping problem in a segment of size
S, the probability of survival of the random walker after t
steps is �46,47�

Psurv = 8/2 exp�− 2t/S2� . �14�

For a small polymer �small S� and large G, after t=G steps
we have very small Psurv, thus that polymer will grow. The
polymer stops growing only when Psurv is of order 1 after
executing t=G steps; in this case, the nucleation of a new
polymer is significantly probable. This occurs when G /S2

�1, which gives �=1 /2 in Eq. �12�. An interesting point of
this reasoning is that a bulk property was obtained through
the analysis of processes taking place near the outer surface
of the deposit, similarly to other recent works �22,25�.

We conclude that the small values of exponents in Fig.
8�b� for �S� and �Ree

2 �1/2 are a consequence of huge correc-
tions to the dominant scaling of Eq. �12� since they do not
show evidence of converging to �=1 /2 as 1 /G1/2→0. Cer-
tainly a much faster growth of those quantities is expected
for G�104.

Polymer relaxation and finite reaction rates may change
these results, but it is difficult to anticipate a general trend.
Large G corresponds to low monomer fluxes or high tem-
peratures, where the polymers have longer times to relax to
more compact configurations. The lower film densities after
deposition also increase the free space for relaxation. This
reduces the tendency to stretch. On the other hand, there is
experimental evidence that the increase in chain mobility
�via introduction of a solvent species� helps the formation of
longer polymers because it facilitates the capture of diffusing
monomers �6�, and the larger polymers tend to stretch due to
the confinement. There are also nontrivial cases, like that of
poly�isobenzofuran� films �13�, where a nonmonotonic varia-
tion of polymer size with substrate temperature is found.

Finally, we analyze the distribution of polymer sizes,
whose scaled forms are shown in Fig. 9�a� for all values of
G. P�S�dS is defined as the probability of finding a polymer
of size between S and S+dS in a deposit. In all cases, the
distributions are monotonically decreasing, thus there is a
large fraction of small polymers in the films. For G=10, a fit
P�S�
1 / �S�exp�−S / �S�� is good. For larger G, there is a
depletion in the fraction of polymers with sizes below 2�S�
�G=102� to 5�S� �G=102�, and the right tail of the distribu-
tions has large weight. This means that there is a high prob-
ability of finding polymers much larger than the average in a
sample. The general form of the right tails is P�S��exp�
−S /Sc�, where Sc is a characteristic length that increases
faster than �S� for 10�G�104.

Another useful quantity to characterize those distributions
is the rms fluctuation � in the polymer size, which is plotted
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in Fig. 9�b� as a function of G. The linear fit gives ��G1/2

without significant corrections, which is an apparently faster
increase than that of �S� �see effective exponents for �S� in
Fig. 8�b��. However, it is important to stress that the
asymptotic scaling of Sc and �S� is certainly the same be-
cause both quantities characterize the typical polymer size,
thus that result is valid only in a finite range of G.

The size distribution of our model may be broad com-
pared to peaked �monomodal� ones, but much broader ones
are found in models of irreversible and reversible polymer
brushes of Refs. �48,49�, where power-law distributions were
obtained. In those cases, polymer growth occurs by
diffusion-limited aggregation of monomers in a solution,
which favors growth of protuberant tips of the longer poly-
mers. Knowing the shape of the polymer size distribution is
very important for applications. For instance, a growth pro-
cess with the same scaling of our model is not interesting for
applications which require a narrow size distribution of the
chains, but may be interesting if some mechanical property is
related to a minimum fraction of polymers above a given
size.

VI. CONCLUSION

We discussed a model for chemical vapor deposition po-
lymerization accounting for the diffusion of monomers after
their attachment to the deposit. Comparison with a previous
full diffusion model �19� for that process shows many similar
features, such as the increase of surface roughness and de-
crease of density with increasing monomer mobility. We ana-
lyzed the relation between characteristic polymer sizes and

the ratio G�D /F between monomer diffusion coefficients
and external flux, and showed that the problem of random
walk trapping explains those relations. The distributions of
polymer sizes are typically broad, thus polymers much larger
than the average values are highly probable in a sample. The
surface roughness follows KPZ scaling, but exponent esti-
mates show huge finite-size corrections. This result, obtained
in a model with collimated monomer flux, is quite different
from the ones obtained in previous CDVP models with ob-
lique monomer fluxes and dimer nucleation �19,20�, which
show anomalous scaling.

The main results of our work are concerned with surface
roughness scaling �on length and time�, polymer size scaling
�on diffusion to deposition ratio� and polymer size distribu-
tion. Despite the model being relatively simple and being
simulated in two dimensions, the arguments used to explain
those results are general. They are of qualitative nature, but
focus on universal features and highlight the relevance of
different physicochemical processes, including the type of
monomer flux toward the surface. Thus, they certainly can be
extended to three-dimensional deposits and more complex
polymer dynamics. For this reason, we believe that our re-
sults are a helpful starting point for modeling real CVDP.
The numerical framework presented here may be useful for
the analysis of data of experiments and more complex mod-
els.
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